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Тест по 2-дисциплине
1. Find two different groups Mobile students are usually divided into:
A) A level - students
B) Programme students
C) Higher employers
D) Free-movers
E) High-flier students
F) Whizz kids
G) Study-seekers
H) Job-offers
2. Every child is unique and there are no two ___________similar people.
A) differently
B) partly
C) total
D) generally
E) absolutely
F) widely
G) various
H) completely
3. Academic mobility refers to students and teachers in higher education
moving to another institution inside or outside their own country to study or
teach for a_____.
A) restricted time
B) permanently
C) lasting time
D) eternal time
E) safer time
F) boundless time
G) limited time
H) enduringly
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4.
Latins
_____________
reserved,cold
communication,with limited eye-contact.
A) may have doubts about
B) are ready to trust
C) believe with no doubt
D) can quickly believe
E) quickly rely on
F) cannot trust
G) can place little faith in
H) trustworthy

and

factual

Nordic

5. The examples of the scope of Intercultural Communication and the main
contributions of the various fields are: verbal communication
(________,________) and non-verbal communication.
A) linguistics
B) geography
C) philosophy
D) differences
E) entrepreneurship
F) privacy
G) tourism
H) communication

6. “Online learning can be a lifeline to those who have_________,such as
geographical distances or physical disabilities.”– Paul Levinson,author
A) jobseekers
B) problems
C) differences
D) barriers
E) employments
F) educations
G) obstacles
H) diplomas
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7. Globally competent students see themselves as__________.
A) active players
B) active bystanders
C) passive members
D) bystander
E) passers by
F) onlookers
G) ones capable of making a difference
H) strangers
8. Globally competent students can articulate the significance of their questions
and _____________ from variety of local,national and international
sources,including those in multiple languages.
A) identify credible information
B) care about their own needs
C) know individual workload
D) know their own needs
E) read information only for themselves
F) collect credible information
G) work on their own
H) analyze credible information
9. The more violent television the subjects watched at age eight,________was
their aggressive behavior even 22 years later.
A) the lesser serious
B) the more big
C) bigger
D) lesser serious
E) the more serious
F) the better
G) more bad
H) the more severe
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10. Some parents only give children an allowance as a _______for completing
chores or when they have behaved properly.
A) fine
B) prize
C) penalty
D) admiration
E) reward
F) wellness
G) promote
H) punishment

